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The National National
Frequency Agency (ANFR)
was created by the French
26th July 1996 Act covering
telecommunications regulations. It is a civil service
establishment attached
to the Ministry for the Economy and Finance.
It manages the entire frequency spectrum in France.
These frequencies are used
for all wireless communications. It also manages the
co-existence of the frequencies between all users.

WHAT IS THE FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM ?
The frequency spectrum represent the entire frequency resource,
ranging from the lowest frequencies (9 kHz) to the highest (300 GHz).

WHO USES THESE
FREQUENCIES?
Entire sections of the economy are based on access to radio-electric frequencies: mobile communications, Digital Terrestrial Television
(DTT), transport, national defence, the internet of things...
There is an increasing number of services and equipment that uses
frequencies, and these are constantly changing:

• Commercial services (mobile networks, television, satellites, professional networks, the internet of things, content production, etc.) and
equipment for the general public or professionals (home automation, remote controls, toys, drones, etc.).

 overnment services (radars, Earth and space observation, govern•G

ment communications, weapon systems, aeronautical and sea
communications).

Users are increasingly differentiated due to the multiplication of personal uses (tablets, smartphones, contactless payments, etc.) and the development of connected objects. With the rise in “smart cities”, local authorities are now
on par with public or private operators or government users.

WHY MANAGE THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM?
•T o allow all these uses to be able to coexist.
• Because it is a finite resource that is part of the State’s public domain.
• Because there are industrial, economic and society stakes involved:
future spectrum uses are a factor in energising our businesses and
therefore growth.
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ANFR AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC

THE PUBLIC AND THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
For the past few years, some
of our fellow citizens have
had concerns about the level
of exposure to
electromagnetic radiation.
Public awareness of issues
raised by such exposure
is currently more insistent in
particular due to the
future deployment of 5G,
connected objects and smart
meters.

What is ANFRs mandate in this
respect ?
For powers above 5 watts, transmitter installation is subject
to ANFR authorisation. When ANFR considers submissions, it verifies the mutual radio spectrum compatibility
of installations and whether rules of public exposure to
electromagnetic fields (with particular reference to decree
2002-775) have been duly observed.
MAXIMUM APPLICABLE EXPOSURE VALUES
(in volts per metre, V/m)

Radio
28 V/m
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Cordless
phone
59 V/m

Television
31 à 39 V/m

Wi-Fi /
microwave ovens
61 V/m

Mobile
36 à 61 V/m

Linky
smart meter
87 V/m

The Agency also defines a protocol for measuring the
exposure of members of the public. It is published in the
“Journal Officiel” and is applied by accredited laboratories for measurements on French territory.

GUARANTEEING TRANSPARENCY AND DIALOGUE ON 5G
DEPLOYMENT

On the national level, a national committee for dialogue
has been created within the ANFR. It is a privileged place
of discussion between the different players, to exchange
and publish information and encourage the general public to trust the new 5G technology.
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The ANFR supports the first pilot 5G deployments and
works with all the players to characterise 5G networks in
terms of exposure of the general public to waves. It provides objective answers to questions the population and
elected representatives may have about the impact of
the arrival of 5G on exposure.

Almost

Almost

electromagnetic wave exposure
measurements taken in 2018 including over 200 connected objects.

results available on cartoradio.fr.

3200

ANFR manages the national exposure measurement system
Since the 1st January 2014, the Agency has been managing the system whereby individuals and local authorities
can measure electromagnetic fields. ANFR publishes a
yearly analysis of measurements financed by this system.
In 2018, out of a total of 3 200 measurements, the regulatory maximum exposure limits, which vary from 28 V/m to
87 V/m were respected. The measured levels are low: 90
% are below 1.8 V/m. In 2018, the measurement protocol
was extended to connected objects resulting in over 200
objects being tested.

ANFR ensures that exposure to
radio waves is kept within bounds
The Agency identifies, lists and then verifies the processing of the atypical spots defined as places where the level of exposure to electromagnetic fields is substantially
in excess of what is generally observed nationally. The
Agency publishes national guidelines regarding simulations of exposure generated by a radio installation.

50 000

Key figures 2018

ANFR checks on the conformity
of radio equipment and terminals
available for sale
ANFR makes sure that radio equipment (mobile phones,
tablets, etc.) sold in France complies with applicable requirements. The Agency carries out random spot-checks by
taking samples at points of sale and measuring the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR). The laboratory tests verify that
the sampled equipment complies with SAR regulations.
All the measurements are published on the ANFR open
data web site: data.anfr.fr

ANFR keeps the public informed
Cartoradio.fr collects the results of exposure tests performed
in compliance with the Agency’s measurement protocol (almost 50,000 exposure measurements listed). The site also
locates the transmission stations authorised by ANFR (stations above 5 W). In its technical expert capacity, the Agency
is expected to initiate exchanges with all those concerned
when a cell tower is installed. In particular, the Agency responds to queries from elected officials and provides a neutral viewpoint. Via cartoradio.fr, it also provides local authorities with a map showing the cell towers stationed on their
territory. In contrast with the French Food, Environmental and
Occupational Health Safety Agency (ANSES), health-related
issues do not fall within ANFR’s remit.
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SMART METERS
Smart meters are used for remote meter readings consisting in automatically monitoring energy consumption (water, gas and electricity). Transmission of consumption data
can be made using wireless radio waves or wired communications over power cables
(PLC). The deployment of these new types of meters in France raises a large number
of issues, in particular in connection with exposure. ANFR has measured exposure to
electromagnetic fields generated by the various types of meter (water, gas and electricity). For all of the types of meter concerned, measured exposure levels are low and
well beneath regulatory limits. Results of these measurements are available on anfr.fr
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ANFR AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC

TELEVISION VIEWERS
Together with the French audiovisual council (CSA), the
Agency is tasked by law to protect
Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT)
reception via a Yagi (or rake) antenna on the roof.

specialist is despatched to the viewer’s home to deal with
it. The implemented solutions are financed by the mobile
operators. Viewers can therefore get help free of charge
by phoning the call centre or using the support platform.

TO CONTACT ANFR

0970 818 818
or

When is ANFR required to take
action?
Faulty reception may be due to a defective installation.
This is the home owner’s or the resident’s responsibility
in a single-family house, or that of the building manager
in collective housing. They therefore need to call in a TV
aerial specialist to restore the equipment to working order.
ANFR provides technical expertise in the event that malfunctions are unrelated to the individual or collective installation, such as transmitter dysfunction, frequency reallocations, or interference following the commissioning of
4G sites (700-800 MHz). The Agency then requires the
originators of the interference to remedy it.

TOLL FREE

assistance.recevoirlatnt.fr

INFORMATION ON:

www.recevoirlatnt.fr

Transition of DDT to VHD
broadcasting
On 5 April 2016, DTT moved to high definition following
the modernisation of its broadcasting standard. This now
makes it possible to rework DTT frequencies with a view to
reassigning some of them to very high speed mobile. This
major project is carried out per geographical zone based
on a calendar spread out until June 2019. ANFR supports
the public by guaranteeing continued television reception
in these zones.

4G and DTT
Mobile telephone operators deploy 4G services in French
territory. Depending on which frequencies are involved,
DTT reception may be impaired.
Procedures for assistance and intervention have been
rolled out by ANFR and lmobile operators. When viewers
call 0970 818 818 or connect to assistance. recevoirlatnt.fr,
a diagnosis is made and, if interference is in fact caused
by the commissioning of a 4G station (700-800 MHz), a

Almost

230 000

acalls processed by the Agency call
centre in 2018.

Over

3 400

fréquences de la TNT
réaménagées entre
octobre 2017 et juin 2019.
Keys figures for 2018
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DDT FREQUENCY CHANGE CALENDARS

ANFR INNOVATION
ANFR, is an open data player

first time during major sports and technology events.
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The Agency is already participating in the open data movement by making its data freely available to the highest
number. The objective is twofold: increasing transparency and creating open data services.

data.anfr.fr :
the ANFR
data web site

Frequency Hackathons
Depuis 2016, l’ANFR organise chaque année un hacka
Every year since 2016, ANFR has organised a frequency
hackathon and makes new data available.
The aim of this type of creative and technological event
is to initiate thinking on innovative digital services that
could be associated with the frequencies.

This Internet portal identifies all licence-free published
ANFR data. It allows the whole user community (individuals, radio amateurs, start-ups, public authorities, etc.)
to access spectrum reference data for France. The site
also offers a number of advanced functions: search engine, data visualisation (“dataviz”), in the form of customised charts or dashboards.

The frequency Blockchain
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This is a new public sector service implemented by
ANFR with the Blockchain Partner start-up. It is used to
experiment a new way of managing frequencies subject
to general authorisation- the so-called “free of rights”
frequencies such as wifi for example -that are increasingly used for innovating applications. The frequency
Blockchain is used to support this growth by allowing
players to self-organise and by anticipating their needs
without the intervention of a centralised management
body. It provides a transparent and open register of free
of right frequencies. A first version is to be used for the

© DR / STATION F

ANFR SUPPORTS START-UPS
Since 2017 ANFR has taken part in Station F, the biggest global start-up campus, alongside French Tech and the unavoidable innovation players.
This presence makes it possible to increase work with start-ups
in the different strategic sectors where the use of frequencies
is required. It also means that ANFR makes its know-how, resources and unique expertise available to business creators to
encourage the initiatives of budding start-ups.
On the Station F agenda: one-on-one meetings and specific
workshops covering innovating topics related to the everyday
work of ANFR: 5G, IoT, WIFI, driverless cars.…
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ANFR ON THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE

ANFR PREPARES AND DEFENDS
FRENCH POSITIONS CONCERNING THE
SPECTRUM
OUR EXPERTS PREPARE AND DEFEND FRENCH
POSITIONS
Spectrum management is an issue for every country with
its own set of regulations. But there has to be international
consultation and harmonisation in order to prevent interference and safeguard public interests in access to this
resource.
ANFR prepares and defends French positions in the various forums where European and international systems
are devised — in particular by the World and Regional Radio
communications (WRC and RRC) Conferences (ITU). European and international decisions are transposed into national law in the national frequency band allocation table.
Technical contributions and positions are drafted in close
cooperation with all assignees and representatives of
French industry. ANFR also conducts an ongoing consultation process for the purpose of adapting positions and
negotiating strategies to evolving situations.

Close coordination with neighbouring countries
ANFR coordinates frequency use to avoid interference
with neighbouring countries and optimise spectrum use
near national borders. In this connection, it participates in
negotiations for cross-border coordination of networks
open to the public, in cooperation with ARCEP and mobile
telephone operators. The Agency also deals with radio frequency interference incidents brought to its attention

Exchanging know-how
ANFR meets with delegations from other countries to exchange views and share expertise. Its experts regularly attend international conferences on the management of the
spectrum and its future uses

19

institutional
cooperation
actions with 16
different countries

24

technical studies
developed to contribute to the work of
the CEPT and the
ITU-R
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In addition, densification of spectrum use implies an increasing need for frequency sharing. In an ever more
complex technical context, ANFR develops the essential
technical and regulatory framework needed to foster the
development of innovation and the emergence of new
systems (5G mobile systems, GADSS the Global Aeronautical Distress and Safety System, driverless cars,
etc.) while preserving legal coherence with existing systems and enhancing the appeal and competitiveness of
French industry.

19

holders of space
assignment authorisations for 59 authorisations issued or
under examination

Key figures 2018
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ANFR ON THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE

ANFR AUTHORISES TRANSMISSION
SITE INSTALLATIONS ON
FRENCH TERRITORY
Almost

80 000 5

80

site authorisations and
modifications given by
ANFR in 2018.

experimental authorisations.

Over

430000
frequencies listed in the
National Frequency File.

Key figures 2018

The installation of radio stations with a power level of
over 5 Watts is authorised by ANFR with due regard
for electromagnetic compatibility with every kind of
station (mobile telephones, radio, TV, etc.). The Agency
makes sure that spectrum users coordinate their respective activities harmoniously.
As a consequence, ANFR has a complete file listing
transmitters, frequencies actually in use for every installation and easement rights across national territory.
This data is an essential requirement so that spectrum
occupancy can be assessed. ANFR keeps up to date
a coherent centralised set of databases accessible to
all assignees.

AN OBSERVATORY FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF
MOBILE PHONE NETWORKS
At the beginning of each month, the Agency takes stock of the deployment of 2G, 3G and 4G cell towers. Reports on developments for
each network, with a breakdown by technology and operator, are used
to make mobile operators’ deployment activities more transparent.
In addition, a mapping function observes and tracks network deployment progression in the different territories. It is available on anfr.fr.

The cartoradio.fr site and its Cartoradio Mobile application can be used to locate radio stations with a power
level of over 5 watts (except those under the jurisdiction of Civil Aviation and the Ministries for Defence
and Internal Affairs). Over 148,000 stations are listed
(mobile telephone, television, FM and digital radio stations, and others).

5G MOBILE NETWORK EXPERIMENTS

© jamesteohart - Shutterstock

Industry and operators are getting ready for 5G, the new generation of
mobile infrastructure. This new generation is based on a set of technologies, especially the use of smart antennas that will be capable of
directing signals to the devices that need them.
Combined with the use of millimetric bands (from 24 GHz), speeds
will be significantly increased to bolster network capacity and performances. ANFR authorises 5G experimental sites and takes action in
the context of these tests to reconcile informing the public and the
rapid deployment of 5G digital networks.
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ANFR ON NATIONAL SCENE

ANFR “ THE SPECTRUM GUARDIAN”
ANFR has authority over
spectrum use and takes action
in the event of interference in the
field.

1 300

requests to solve interference issues processed in
2018
Key figures 2018

ANFR’s role during major events
Sports, political and other public events give rise to intensive use of temporary frequencies by the media, organisers and security services. In such circumstances, ANFR
acts to organise and control the use of temporary spectrum allocations in the area concerned and to supervise
the orderly progress of the event. Every year, for example,
the Agency is involved in the Tour de France, the Roland-Garros tennis tournament, the 24 Heures du Mans
and the 14th July parade for the French national holiday.

© Shutterstock - Lukas Gojda

RAISING GENERAL AWARENESS OF THE CORRECT USE OF THE SPECTRUM
PTo raise awareness of the conditions and rules applicable to frequencies and to help
understand the technical complexity of the subject, ANFR develops teaching tools and
publishes them: information sheets on GPS scramblers and on RLAN networks in the 5
GHz band (WIFI) and specific pages on its anfr.fr web site.
Please note: ANFR is especially focussed on the fight against GNSS frequency interference, i.e. the scrambling of satellite radio-navigation systems such as GPS or Galiléo.
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Illicit use of a frequency, or use which
could be the cause of interference,
may give rise to notification of a tax
to cover the cost of the intervention,
to confiscation of the incriminated equipment by
a police officer and to criminal prosecution. The
Agency is a court expert.

© Aivolie - Shutterstock
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Spectrum control ensures that frequencies allocated
to users are effectively available to them. The Agency’s
teams of technical experts and its cutting-edge equipment carry out this task, in particular in regional centres
distributed all over French territory, both metropolitan and
overseas. Intervention in the field by ANFR agents on a
daily basis guarantees the appropriate use of frequencies.

database available to maritime surveillance centres.
It manages ship radio operator certificates as well as those
for river craft (5,067 applications in 2018).
It is the contact point for amateur radio enthusiasts to obtain their identifiers and, on its different sites, holds exam
sessions for amateur service operator certificates (13,264
amateur radio certificates in 2018).

EHF Band

The Agency is also the entry point for satellite operators to
record their frequencies on the ITU international frequency
file. It also coordinates these frequencies internationally to
make sure they are correctly operated.
Satellite earth exploration

Earth
exploration

Satellite earth exploration

Amateur radio

Military
satellite

Amateur radio

Fixed satellite

Earth exploration

Military
Satellite

Cars radars
Radio astronomy, satellite earth exploration

Fixed satellite
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Coordinating satellite systems

Satellite broadcasting
(Eutelsat)

ars

ANFR MANAGES TRANSMISSION
AUTHORISATIONS

Planning professional mobile
networks
Cars radars

5G
Microwave radio relay

Microwave
radio relay

5G

5G
ANFR manages professional
mobile network
authoriWiGIg
Microwave
relay
sationsradioon
behalf of Arcep and processes temporary
frequency use authorisation requests. This mission
consists in identifying available frequencies, defining
technical use conditions, preparing the authorisations
to be issued by Arcep and invoicing the beneficiaries.
It generates over 13.8 million euros of revenue for the
State.

Issuing maritime radio and
amateur radio certificates
ANFR issues licences and maritime radio identifiers on
behalf of the Ministry for Maritime Affairs for the use of
VHF radio and distress beacons on ships. In order to facilitate sea rescue, it makes data from its maritime radio
© Andrey Armyagov - Shutterstock

ANFR manages over

Over

The State has over

professional networks.

sea and river radio licences
granted.

million euros in revenue
generated by the use of professional mobile networks.

25 000

100 000

13,8

Key figures for 2018
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ANFR SITES
National Frequency Agency head
office
78, avenue du Général de Gaulle
94704 Maisons-Alfort Cedex
Phone : 01 45 18 72 72

Villejuif regional department
112, rue Édouard-Vaillant
94815 Villejuif Cedex
Phone: 01 49 58 31 00

Boulogne branch

Rambouillet international control
centre

Rue du Cap – Site d’Alprech
62480 Le Portel
Phone: 03 21 99 71 54

Route de Cerqueuse
78660 Prunay-en-Yvelines
Phone: 01 34 94 17 00

Nancy regional
department
Technopôle de Brabois
7, allée de Longchamp
54600 Villers-lès-Nancy
Phone: 03 83 44 70 00

Brest technical
centre

Saint-Dié-des-Vosges
technical centre

CS 13829
29238 Brest Cedex 3
Phone: 02 98 34 12 00

4, rue Alphonse-Matter
BP 8314
88108 Saint-Dié-des-Vosges
Phone: 03 29 42 20 20

Donges
regional
department

Lyon regional
department

BP 39
44480 Donges
Phone: 02 40 45

522, route de Neuville
01390 Saint-Andréde-Corcy
Phone: 04 72 26 80 00

Toulouse regional
department
BP 70103
31170 Tournefeuille
Phone: 05 61 15 94 30

Aix-Marseilles regional
department
Bât A5 Europarc Pichaury
1 330, rue Gauthier de la Lauzière
CS 80330
13799 Aix-en-Provence Cedex 3
Phone: 04 42 12 10 10

New Caledonia
branch

Reunion island
branch

West Indies-Guyana
branch

French Polynesia
branch

BP 1604
98845 Nouméa Cedex
Phone: + 687 25 62 60

33, rue Gustave-Eiffel
ZAC Ravine à Marquet
97419 La Possession
Phone: 02 62 35 03 94

BP 620
97261 Fort-de-France Cedex
Phone: 05 96 60 86 86

BP 115
98713 Papeete
Tahiti
Phone: 00 689 506062

TO FIND OUT MORE
www.anfr.fr : our institutional site (our missions, topical news...).
www.recevoirlatnt.fr : everything you need to know about DTT
reception
www.cartoradio.fr : view radio-electric site locations and
measurements of the exposure of the general public to
electromagnetic waves.

facebook.com/agence
nationaledesfrequences

twitter.com/
anfr

flickr.com/
anfr

linkedin.com/
company/anfr

bit.ly/
anfr-youtube

